Priming illusory words: an ERP approach.
Repetition blindness (RB) was used to investigate whether illusory words emerge at a lexical-perceptual or a semantic-reconstructional level. Illusory words were evoked by the rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) of two real words and a word fragment. The initial words share the same string of letters ("CREEP"-"SHEEP"), producing a free-floating word fragment ("SH"). This fragment is likely to be linked to a subsequently presented fragment ("IFT") if both combine to a meaningful word ("SHIFT"). The processing level of the illusions was probed by prime words preceding the RSVP sequence which were semantically related or unrelated to the second real word or to the illusion. Behavioural and electrophysiological correlates of the semantic priming effect were recorded in 14 subjects. Real words related to the prime were perceived more frequently, and evoked widespread N400-like effect in the event-related brain potentials (ERPs). An ERP effect of the same polarity was obtained for illusory words, however, its latency was delayed and the topographical distribution was restricted to left posterior electrode positions. These differences suggest that priming might affect real and illusory words at different levels of word processing: access to real words is facilitated at a semantic level, whereas lexical activation apparently accompanies the generation of illusory words.